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Simplified Procedures
Minor Incident - Collection not threatened

Record incident to Estates and Facilities Department online and put a copy in the day books
https://staff.swansea.ac.uk/healthsafety/report-it/
_________________________________________________________
Major Incident - Collection threatened

Call Fulton House Security (4271) for activation of University Incident Management Team
who will assess whether Bronze, Silver, Gold incident

Emergency Services contacted on 333 if necessary

Call salvage specialist Harwell (Priority User 0800 019 9990)
Temporary storage area (will depend on volume of artefacts affected) and security located

Call staff/volunteers/museums network
Set up sorting and salvage area (will depend on volume of artefacts affected)

Sort artefacts into those needing specialist work (air-drying, freezing etc)

*For definitions of medium-major incidents see section 4 (page 9)
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1. Introduction
1.1. Definition of an Emergency
An emergency is any unforeseen event, which causes damage to, or may potentially cause
damage to, any part of the fabric of the building or to its holdings. The most serious threats
arise from fire or flood, which can emanate from various sources. Other threats arise from
storms, terrorism, vandalism, theft, gas leaks, or infestation.
In rescue of the irreplaceable objects of the Egypt Centre time is of essence. It may not
be possible to wait until senior managers arrive before action is taken.

1.2. Aim of the Emergency Plan
The plan will provide procedures and basic guidelines to be followed in the event of an
emergency caused by fire, flood, or other threat, enabling the Egypt Centre staff and
volunteers and other members of the University to act swiftly to minimise damage to the
buildings and holdings.
Only call the University Incident Management Team if there is a threat to health and
safety or life, or if core functions of the University as a whole are threatened. The safety of
the collection is not normally a responsibility of the University Incident Management Team,
though they may take responsibility if the risk is considered sufficiently high. University
Incident Management Team is contacted by calling Fulton House Security (4271).
The Museum is committed to ensuring the safety and security of its staff and the public
at all times. As such, this plan is coupled with a risk management program to reduce the
likelihood of an emergency incident.
At no stage is any member of staff or volunteer expected to put themselves in danger in
a salvage situation. The Museum will ensure that health and safety is properly assessed and
adequate personal protective equipment is provided.

1.3. Circulation of the Plan
Copies of the plan are held in the following locations:
In the building:
 A Egypt Centre Office.
 B Fulton House Security.
 C In the homes of the Curator, Assistant Curator, Collections Access Manager,
Volunteer Manager, Department Safety Officer.
Personal copies (C) held by team members at home should be brought in if team members are
called in outside office hours. These copies should be kept in a secure location given the
inclusion of sensitive information in this plan (building plans, contact details, priority lists,
etc).

1.4. Updating and Version Control
This plan is version 1, issued in November 2019. Normally a review would be held annually,
or after any activation of the plan in the interim period, or if it is felt that information needs to
be revised. Previous copies will be recalled in order to ensure that only one version of the
plan is in circulation at any one time. The review will be conducted by the Curator or
Assistant Curator with the Department Safety Officer.
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2. Responsible Staff: Who Does What
In the event of a large incident, threatening health and safety or life, and the University core
functions, the University Incident Management Team is responsible for managing the
emergency. However, if the emergency affects or threatens to affect Egypt Centre artefacts,
the University Incident Management Team must contact Egypt Centre Staff as soon as
reasonably possible.
Most incidents are likely to be of a much smaller scale, thus involving only Egypt
Centre staff, SU Libraries staff, and Estates Services Maintenance Team. The principal
person for Egypt Centre Emergency Planning is Carolyn Graves-Brown (Curator), followed
by Wendy Goodridge (Assistant Curator). If these people are unavailable, Kenneth Griffin
(Collections Access Manager), Angharad Gavin (Shop Manager), and Syd Howells
(Volunteer Manager) are then responsible.
Egypt Centre staff must appraise their line manager, the Head of Libraries, Archives,
Culture, and Arts, of the situation as soon as reasonably possible.

2.1. Egypt Centre Staff are Responsible for:






Prioritising objects.
Documenting and sorting objects.
Emergency treatment of objects.
Calling in salvage experts (Harwell: Priority User 0800 019 9990 etc.).
Liaising with the Estates Services Maintenance Team re. temporary storage and
security.
 Calling in temporary staff/volunteers.
If a major incident happens on a weekend or holiday period, the University Incident
Management Team are permitted to spend on salvage and emergency equipment as required.
Egypt Centre staff are dependent upon the Estates Department to turn off water, gas,
electricity, provide sandbags, other equipment, and some extra staffing. The contact for this is
205678 (ext. 4271).
Other personnel and volunteers may be required to assist, particularly with salvage and
moving damaged items.

2.2. The Estates Department is Responsible for:




Ensuring the safety of the building and, where possible, in making it suitable for
museum use.
Providing a secure area for artefacts to be sorted and stored (if necessary).
Providing equipment listed as being held by Estates for use in an emergency.

It will be necessary for the Estates Department and Egypt Centre staff to liaise at all times
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3. Procedures on Immediately Discovering a Threat
3.1. At All Times:






See that the emergency lighting system operates.
All doors to be free from obstruction.
Fire fighting equipment is available.
All exits are unlocked while anyone is in the gallery.
Mobile radios must be switched on and carried by one person in each gallery. One
mobile radio is also located at the gift shop and office.

3.2. During Opening Hours
3.2.1. Fire
 The public and staff should never be put at risk, any member of staff discovering a
fire will activate the alarm, evacuate the galleries, and/or inform the Curator/Assistant
Curator/volunteer in charge/dial 333 giving location of fire. If the alarm is activated
the whole Taliesin building will be evacuated.
 The Curator or person in charge must inform Taliesin staff via the mobile radio
system on channel 5.
 Do not attempt to rescue objects. Secure the room if you have time, but remember
that your safety comes first.
 Never allow the fire to come between you and the exit.
 Do not break windows unless you have no other option—oxygen will feed the fire.
 Only re-enter the building when the University security teams or the emergency
services have confirmed it is safe to do so.
3.2.1.1. Evaluation: Giving the Warning
 The word fire/flood/bomb scare etc., should never be used by staff when passing
messages among themselves in the hearing of the public in order to avoid panic. The
code phrase “Mr James is in the gallery” should be used.
 Should the curator or person in charge decide that the fire/flood/emergency does not
warrant evacuation of the premises, they must alert University authorities by dialling
333.
 If the emergency does warrant evacuation of the premises, then the curator/person in
charge will operate the fire alarm system (if not already in operation), implement the
evacuation procedure, and will confirm with University procedure by dialling 333 and
giving the location of the fire.
 On hearing the bells, or on seeing any other indication that evacuation of the building
must take place, all staff must take the following action: Staff and volunteers will
direct the public out safely and then proceed to the assembly point (Assembly Point 2
in front of the Library Extension).
 Do not use the lift. Taliesin staff are trained to use the evac-chair, which is located in
the Taliesin bar area at the end of the first floor walkway.
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3.2.2. Flood or Leaking Roof
 If there are electrical appliances or outlets near the leak, do not approach or stand on
standing water (electrocution hazard).
 Alert the Estates Department to turn off electrical appliances, turn off gas, and
electricity (telephone: 205678 ext. 4271).
 Assemble rest of Egypt Centre staff and volunteers unless the incident is very small.
 Attempt to ascertain the source of the water and deal with it if possible (e.g., turn off
stop cock, turn off tap etc). Obtain assistance from Estates if necessary.
 Protect collections in danger of becoming wet: move or shield with polythene sheets;
raise items on bricks, blocks, or pallets.
 If large quantities of water are involved, the Fire Brigade should be contacted (phone
333 to activate University Incident Management Team who will assess whether
Bronze, Silver, Gold incident).
 If the quantity of water is controllable, obtain wet-vacuum cleaners, Absorbeez
cushions, mops, and buckets to absorb the moisture (Estates will supply these).
 Unplug all electrical items and move to higher area.
 Do not reconnect electrical appliances after flooding until checked by accredited
person.
 If the collection is threatened by rising water, water pouring from the ceiling or if the
ceiling collapses, empty cases if possible.
 If cases are threatened by dripping water, cover with polythene sheeting.
 Leave internal doors open to lower humidity levels.
 Move emergency kit/emergency plan/catalogues offsite/higher ground.
 Arrange for night-watchman for security (Estates, telephone 205678 ext. 4271).
 Limit entry of water with sandbags/plywood or metal sheeting on outside doors,
window frames and airbricks until waters recede. Use silicone sealant to increase
resistance (Estates Department).
3.2.3. Power Failure
 Provide assistance to visitors and staff in your area.
 Torches can be found in the galleries.
 If you are in an unlighted area, go cautiously to an area that has emergency lighting
(all emergency lighting should come on).
 Alert Estates (205678 ext. 4271) and ask for Alarm company to be alerted as the
alarms will activate and ask for night-time security cover.
 Curator or deputy in charge of the museum will evacuate the building (see above for
evacuation procedure) and lock the galleries to try and stabilise atmospheric
conditions as the AC unit will have stopped working.
 Ascertain if there is anyone in the lift. If so, they will have instructions to contact
Estates through the emergency call system in the lift. Call Estates if help is needed.

3.2.4. Bomb, Suspect Package, Telephone Warning Bomb Scare
 Report the discovery/warning immediately to the Curator or deputy in charge of the
Museum who will call 333 to activate the University Incident Management Team who
will assess whether Bronze, Silver, Gold incident and contact the police/Fire Dept.
 If evacuation is recommended, the Curator/person in charge will operate the fire
alarm system.
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Members of staff and public should leave the building in accordance with evacuation
procedures above but assemble in Singleton Park (not in front of the library).

3.3. OUTSIDE OPENING HOURS
3.3.1. If You Discover a Problem with the Building
 Do not attempt to enter the building alone, even if you believe the building or
holdings to be under threat. Remember that your safety is of paramount importance.
 Contact the Estates Department (205678 ext. 4271).
 Dial 333 to activate the University Incident Management Team who will assess
whether Bronze, Silver, Gold incident and contact the police/Fire Dept.
 Contact the Egypt Centre staff and volunteers, if necessary (see Appendix C Contact
List).
 Liaise with the Emergency Services upon arrival.
 Ensure that the Fire Brigade are informed of the building contents and priority
locations as they brief you.
3.3.2. If You are Informed of a Problem with the Building
 Outside of opening hours, a problem with the building should be reported to the Egypt
Centre keyholders (names lodged with Estates 205678 ext. 4271).
 Keyholders should obtain as much information as possible.
 What has happened, where is the damage, who is on site, who has been contacted, etc.
 Based on information given, the keyholder should decide which other members of the
Egypt Centre staff and volunteers to notify (if middle of night, alert senior staff only
to make an initial assessment).
 Advise those called in of the assembly point and to bring:
o Their copy of the plan.
o Money and ID.
o Keys (if key holders).
o Warm clothes and waterproof/stout shoes/wellington boots.
o Glasses rather than contact lenses.
o Flask and something to eat.
o Equipment they may keep at home.
o Mobile phone (useful if owners willing to use it to take photographs).
Remind them:
o Do not talk to press on arrival
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4. Incident Assessment and Reaction
Scale of
incident

Utilities
affected

Can you
remain open?

Materials
affected

Staff required

Resources
needed

Minor
Power
(leaks from operational,
roof, etc)
incident
isolated.
Moderate
Power may be
(burst
disconnected
pipes,
for safety.
sewer
back-up,
fire, bomb
scare)

Probably
affected gallery
may close until
problem sorted.
Close affected
gallery/area to
concentrate on
clear up. Reopen when
power back on
and immediate
salvage dealt
with.

Small quantity,
easily air-dried
or frozen.

Internal supplies
should be
sufficient.

Major
incident
(fire,
watermains
burst etc)

Not until power
is working and
galleries safe
and stabilised to
optimum
atmospheric
conditions for
collection.

Large quantities
that need
freezing.
Security and
environment
issues for
undamaged
stock.

Egypt Centre staff.
Estates Department.
Taliesin staff (if
appropriate)
University Incident
Management Team.
Estates.
Egypt Centre Staff.
Taliesin staff.
Finance Department
(inform Insurance).
Outside specialist firm
e.g., Harwell (Priority
User 0800 019 9990).
University Incident
Management Team.
Estates Department.
Egypt Centre Staff.
Taliesin staff.
Finance Department
(inform Insurance)
Outside specialist firm
e.g., Harwell.
MALD (The Museums
Archives Library Division
of the Welsh
Government) may be able
to advise/help.

Power
unlikely to be
working in
building

Moderate
quantities –
likely to need
freezers. Some
items to be airdried onsite.

In house +
additional
supplies acquired
and cold storage.

In-house supplies
plus additional
supplies acquired.
Storage salvage
and sorting space.
Depending on
volume of
artefacts affected,
a gymnasium or
large hall suitable.
Co-operation with
neighbouring
institutions

4.1. On Arriving at the Emergency Scene, the Senior Egypt Centre Person
Should:










Get a report from first responder.
Liaise with emergency services/University Incident Management Team/Estates
(205678 ext. 4271).
Agree the incident level with the University Incident Management Team.
Discuss priority material.
Determine when access will be possible and of health and safety concerns.
Take steps to protect undamaged stock.
Agree a control point and salvage/sorting area.
Call in other staff/volunteers/agreed organisations as necessary.
Ask Estates to contact higher management: Head of Taliesin, Steve Williams, and Jon
Burnes (ISS).
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4.1.1. If Access is Not Yet Possible
 Based on the briefings from the emergency services/University Incident Management
Team/Estates, prepare response as necessary, alerting suppliers and making
administrative arrangements.
 Stand down staff not required for preparing response until access to site is allowed.
4.1.2. If Access is Possible
 Egypt Centre staff and Estates/University Incident Management Team should
conduct a site tour to assess and record damage.
 Upon completion of assessment, the salvage strategy should be determined.
 Key actions will include:
o Access to building and pumping out standing water and dehumidify
(Emergency Services and Estates Department).
o Risk assessment, identification of necessary personal protective equipment
(gloves, hard hats, safety boots etc. Estates to supply).
o Emergency lighting for affected areas (Estates to supply).
o Arrangement of sorting/temporary storage/emergency accommodation
(Estates and Egypt Centre responsible).
o Agree areas for work (e.g., if a flood start with ground floor then first floor).
o Determining priorities for salvage (Egypt Centre responsible).
o Determining whether it will be necessary to shut the Museum (Egypt Centre
responsible).
o How available personnel can be utilised and to split into teams.
o Provision of refreshments and rest area for personnel.
o What equipment/suppliers will be necessary for the salvage operation (Egypt
Centre responsible)?
o Whether to contact insurers (Egypt Centre responsible for objects, Estates
responsible for buildings).
 Egypt Centre staff and volunteers should be briefed before they start work and be
provided with appropriate protective clothing as per the risk assessment. Regular rest
breaks should be taken.
 Curator/deputy should meet at regular intervals with Estates and the University
Incident Management Team to update on the salvage progress.

4.2. Guidelines for Estates Department
Estates Department is generally responsible for: facilitating recovery in a practical sense,
providing logistical support, and ensuring that the building is accessible and secure. Estates
will liaise with the Egypt Centre Curator/deputy in providing the following where necessary:
 Provide risk assessment.
 Make salvage area accessible and safe for work as far as possible.
 Arrange for water to be pumped out etc.
 Arrange for utilities to be switched off.
 Remove electrical items once power is turned off.
 Remove wet non-collections material from affected area (carpet tiles, furniture etc).
 Protect areas not affected but in danger with polythene sheeting.
 Access control to site (set up register).
 Arrange generators, lighting, dehumidifiers etc.
 Cover gaps with tarpaulin.
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Provide logistical support to salvage (lifters/shifters).
Determine requirement for external support: glaziers etc.
Determine risk of secondary damage and take steps to control environment
(dehumidifiers, etc.).
Humidity should be below 60% rH.
Security of objects in temporary storage areas.
Find space required for salvage, storage etc (major incidents).
Arrange for security of building during recovery operation.

4.3. Guidelines for Egypt Centre to Follow













Notify University Incident Management Team.
Liaise with the emergency services.
Liaise with Estates Department.
Arrange for necessary personnel to be contacted.
Ensure area made safe, oversee safety, and care for staff.
Call University Finance Office as soon as they are available to ask them to contact
Insurers and liaise with Loss Adjuster.
Manage finance issues: paying for supplies, arranging funding.
Call suppliers and make orders.
Contact specialist salvage company (Harwell: Priority User 0800 019 9990).
Contact other institutions for assistance.
Keep log of staff time spent on incident and decisions made.
Photograph salvage. Take as many photographs as possible.

For major incidents also:
 Arrange for refreshments, rest-areas, first-aiders etc.
 Set salvage schedule based on agreed priorities.
 Set up treatment areas with emergency equipment.
 Establish priorities per floor/damage area and appoint the groups working there.
 Brief all personnel on appropriate handling techniques and the do’s and don’ts of
salvage.
 Start salvage when Estates have made salvage area safe for work.
 Set up:
o Salvage Team
o Sorting Team
o Treatment Team
o Stabilising/Packing Team
 Organise the logistics/moving/sites of recovery, salvage, packing, and assess whether
assistance is required.
 What items will be best left in situ (fragile/large) and provide in-situ treatment for
these (apply principles of air-drying in affected area).
 Determine the treatment options for all damaged items.
 Work out how to best use suppliers with your own personnel.
 Set documentation procedure (record condition of object, location, etc.).
 Break-out equipment required. Monitor usage: establish if more is needed.
 Ensure regular breaks are taken (every 1.5 hours maximum), that protective clothing
is worn, and that particularly difficult tasks are shared.
 Determine if shift system is required.
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5. Salvage Guidelines
There are four key activities for the salvage of damaged objects:
 Salvage
 Sorting
 Treatment
 Stabilising/packing for freezing
If there are urgent threats to artefacts, deal with these immediately and, secondly, contact
Harwell: Priority User 0800 019 9990 who should arrive within 24 hours. Only use
University staff and volunteers where absolutely necessary. Usually the following procedure
should be implemented:

5.1. Salvage
















The main priority will be to rescue the material as quickly as possible.
The Salvage Manager (Egypt Centre staff or if on site Harwell: Priority User 0800
019 9990) should set the areas for work.
Salvage Team members may assist Estates Department to clear up excess moisture
before salvage begins.
Items should not be sorted at this stage, but sorted at the sorting area.
Items should only be removed when all members have been briefed and the reception
area is set up.
Take photographs of affected area where possible before anything is moved, but do
not let this hold up rescue procedure.
Protect unaffected but potentially affected material with polythene sheeting.
Clear floor areas first to prevent further damage and to ensure safety of team members
(likely to be most badly affected material).
Clear high priority items first, thereafter systematically, ensuring that a record is kept
as far as possible of where material comes from.
Museum artefacts and associated documentation are a priority over computer and
other equipment. Museum artefacts can never be replaced.
Use minimal force to pull out tightly wedged material. Two people may be needed.
Stonework and relatively stable objects contaminated by dirty water may be rinsed
briefly with clean water. Leave boxed items in closed boxes until moved to sorting
area.
Move items into crates where possible to reduce risk of damage through direct
handling.
If items are in cabinet drawers, remove the entire drawer rather than the individual
items where possible.
If the items are boxed, do not unpack, but take entire box to sorting area (placing in
crates if box is too weak).

5.2. Salvage Equipment






Protective clothing as required, including safety gloves/dust masks
Camera/phone with camera
Notebooks/pencils
Crates (free hire from Harwell)
Trolleys
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Wet vacuum
Mops and buckets
Waterproof markers
Bubble wrap
Labels for crates
Polythene sheeting/roll
Bin liners
Torches/batteries and emergency lighting
Dustpans/hand brushes
Absorbent booms/Absorbeez cushions
First aid kit
Hazard tape
Watering can/clean water

5.3. Sorting














A good deal of space will be required for this task e.g., gymnasium/large hall.
Any material which is in boxes, drawers, or an enclosure should be checked
immediately; it may be that the contents are not wet. If so, remove these into a dry
box or temporary crate, together with the original box label. This will prevent these
items from needing further treatment.
Team members will be required items into different categories of damage, where
possible by type of collection:
o Undamaged material
o Wet material/saturated, which can be frozen
o Wet material/saturated, which cannot be frozen
o Minor water-damage
o Fire damage only (not wet)
o Mould damaged material
If there is a large mixture of damaged material, it may be sensible to freeze collections
where possible in order to concentrate on those items that require immediate attention
and cannot easily be stabilised.
Keep record of all movement of objects. A cataloguing system should be set up and
implemented so that items can be tracked and monitored.
Undamaged items should be kept together, protected and placed in a safe area.
Items that have received fire damage only should be kept together, protected and
placed in a safe area. They can be treated later.
Minor water damage should be passed to the treatment team (e.g., Harwell).
Items which are saturated and can be frozen should be sent to the
stabilising/packing team (e.g. Harwell).
Items which are saturated and cannot be frozen (see list in Appendix H, page 64)
should be passed to the treatment team (e.g., Harwell).
Mould damaged material should be sent to the stabilising/packing team (e.g.,
Harwell).

5.4. Sorting Equipment




Protective clothing
Cotton gloves (pairs)
Trolleys
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Crates
Waste bins
Tables
Damage Lists
Polythene sheeting
Clip boards
Waterproof pens
Pencils
Large black polythene bags (roll 40)
Small white polythene bags (roll 40)
Large scissors
Tie on labels (pack 100)
Waterproof pens
Absorbent paper (roll)
Wide packing tape
String
Nylon cord
Biros
Cling film
Sponges
J Cloths (packets)
Sealed plastic boxes
Silica Gel
De-acidified tissue paper
Bubble Wrap
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6. After Salvage
The aim of the salvage operation will be to recover and return the affected area and its
contents to normal as soon as possible.
 Liaise with University insurance officer re: any insurance claim.
 Damaged shelving, furniture, and floor covering should be removed and replaced.
 Regular monitoring of temperature and relative humidity must be maintained: use of
dehumidifiers and fans may be necessary. The area should be kept well ventilated.
 To inhibit mould growth, walls, ceilings, floors and shelving may have to be washed
with an anti-fungal solution as well as environmental control with dehumidifiers.
 Re-shelving, redecorating, and re-carpeting should wait until the conditions have
stabilised.
 Do not re-shelve air-dried material immediately: keep separately for a period of a
month to ensure that no mould growth has developed.
 Monitor the temperature and rH in a quarantine area.
 Before re-shelving, consider modification of storage/display if there is a possibility of
recurrence (raise shelving higher from floor, box items with high quality boxes).
 Collection audit to be carried out to identify which items have been lost.
 A meeting should be arranged with all personnel involved in the recovery process to
discuss the successes and failures of the reaction.
 Consider whether counselling is necessary for personnel who were involved in the
recovery effort.
 Contact those who were involved in the salvage operation and thank them.
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Appendix A:
Swansea University Business Continuity and Incident Management Policy

Business Continuity
and Incident
Management Policy
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Foreword by the Vice-Chancellor
Swansea University Council is committed to ensuring that its business activities have an
appropriate level of resilience and that the University can continue to meet its critical outputs
when faced with unexpected events or incidents.
Therefore, we will strive to ensure that business continuity and incident management
are integral to general business management and will be a key consideration in all aspects of
business planning and performance management.
We will also aim for continuous improvement in our business continuity and incident
management performance through the development, implementation, and regular review of
our policy, management systems and plans.
Furthermore, all those with managerial responsibility will ensure visible and effective
leadership in their areas and will be committed to the development of a positive business
continuity and incident management culture throughout the University.
This commitment will ensure Swansea University is a robust and resilient organisation
with the ability to operate through adversity and recover with appropriate alacrity to normal
operational conditions.
Part 1: Statement of Intent
It is the policy of Swansea University in accordance with relevant legislation and good practice
to ensure a Business Continuity Management System, in line with ISO 22301, is adopted across
the University. This policy will also include as a Sub-Strategy a University Incident
Management Plan in line with the Civil Contingencies Act 2004.
This statement sets out the commitment of the University Council and persons with
accountability for implementing this Policy, to provide leadership in integrating business
continuity and incident planning into the core business decisions of the University.
This Policy sets out the framework for delivery of the University’s BC Management
Systems and an Incident Management Sub-Strategy, and details the roles and responsibilities
of Swansea University staff for the development, approval, implementation, communication
and review of the Business Continuity Management System and Incident Management Policy.
Introduction
Business Continuity is often described as “just common sense”. It is about taking responsibility
for your business and enabling it to stay on course when faced with disruptive events. In simple
terms, business continuity identifies what needs to be done before an incident occurs to protect
people, premises, technology, information, supply chains, stakeholders and reputation. This
enables the development of strategies and contingency plans to manage the consequences of
any disruption, mitigate the impact on critical activities or outputs, and recover business back
to normal levels of operation as soon as possible afterwards.
The Civil Contingencies Act (CCA) 2004 articulates the rationale for National Resilience
Planning and whilst it currently does not impose a statutory duty on the Swansea University it
is good business practice to ensure the University is resilient to any disruptive event that might
impact on its ability to deliver its key outputs. The Gold Standard for Business Continuity
Management is ISO 22301, as such the University will aspire to meet its requirements in full
and apply best business practice. This specifies a requirement to implement the “plan, do,
check, act” model, to ensure continual improvement of a documented management system that,
prepares for, responds to, and recovers from disruptive incidents when they arise.
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Aims
The University’s Business Continuity and Incident Management Policy therefore aims to:
 Improve the resilience of the University to disruption, protecting the ability to deliver
key outputs and objectives.
 Provide a tried and tested method for restoring the University’s ability to deliver key
outputs, to a satisfactory level and within a specified time after disruption.
 Deliver a proven capability to manage any disruption to the University, and protect the
wider reputation.
Objectives
The main purpose of this policy is to provide coherent governance of the Business Continuity
Management System and Incident Management Policy and to provide the context in which the
business continuity and incident management programme will be implemented. Consequently,
the policy details how the following objectives are met:










The development and implementation of a Business Continuity Management System
that is in line with the ISO 22301.
The development and implementation of an Incident Management Plan that is coherent
with the CCA 2004.
To ensure Business Continuity and Incident Management leads have a clear process to
follow in the development of their plans and procedures.
To ensure the Business Continuity Management Systems and Incident Management are
governed and reviewed to ensure appropriate compliance.
To ensure the Business Continuity Management Systems and Incident Management
Policy is communicated and fully embedded in the University’s culture
Consult and work with employees, Trades Unions and all others stakeholders on
business continuity and incident management issues.
Supplement this Policy with sub-strategies, guidance, plans and arrangements where
specific methodology is required in accordance with CCA 2004, ISO 22301 and other
approved Codes of Practice.
Provide information, instruction, training and supervision to ensure the implementation
of a coherent business continuity culture.

Declaration
This statement has been approved and adopted by Council, as the governing body of the
University.
Signed (Vice-Chancellor)
Date:
Signed (Chair of Council)
Date:
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Endorsed by SHE Committee 19 January 2016
Endorsed by University Management Board 7 March 2016
Approval and implementation of this Policy Statement by the University Council (hereby
referred to as the Swansea University Business Continuity and Incident Management Policy)
on 21 March 2016.
Date of the next formal review of this Policy by the University Safety Health and
Environmental (SHE) Committee will be no later than every three years. A review may be
carried out prior to this date if the circumstances to which the policy relates significantly
changes.
Part 2: Organisation for Business Continuity and Incident Management
a. University Council
The University Council (Council), as the governing body carries ultimate responsibility for the
planned outputs of the University. In addition to its responsibilities for health, safety, welfare
and wellbeing of employees, students and all those affected by the University’s undertakings
it has a responsibility to ensure the core business is also protected from unexpected events. As
a consequence, the Council will ensure strong and active leadership for Business Continuity
and Incident Management, and through good governance of the University management
structure ensure the establishment of effective communication systems, management systems
and the integration of good business continuity management within routine business decisions.
b. Vice-Chancellor
The Council gives delegated authority to the Vice-Chancellor (VC) for ensuring that the
Business Continuity and Incident Management Policy, a Business Continuity Management
System and an Incident Management Plan are developed, implemented, monitored and
reviewed. Therefore the VC will provide the strategic context for the implementation of
business continuity (BC) and incident management (IM) at Swansea University. The
operational responsibility for implementation is further delegated by the VC via the delegation
of duties to competent staff as depicted in Figure 1.
c. Registrar and Chief Operating Officer (COO)
The COO reports to and shall exercise such functions as are delegated by the VC and has prime
responsibility for the efficient and effective functioning of the University. This includes; line
management accountability for the Directors of Professional Service Units (PSUs) and as
Chairperson for the Safety, Health & Environment (SHE) Committee is responsible for overall
leadership and governance for business continuity and incident management.
d. Pro Vice-Chancellors (PVC’s)
Whilst not directly included in the cascade of business continuity and incident management
accountability, a nominated Pro Vice-Chancellor is included as a representative on the Gold
level Incident Management Team (IMT), identified in the IM Plan, to provide strategic
guidance.
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e. Director of Safety, Health, and Environment (SHE)
The role of Director of SHE is vested in the substantive position of Director of Estates &
Facilities Management (E&FM) and reports directly to and shall exercise such functions as are
delegated by the Registrar/COO. These include direct line management of the Resilience
Manager and providing director level influence as a member of the University Management
Board (UMB) for:
 Building common purpose with the UMB in pursuance of effective strategic and dayto-day management of business continuity and incident management and development,
implementation and monitoring of the University BC and IM Policy and Management
System.
 Ensuring the University complies with legal requirement of the Civil Contingencies Act
(2004) and ISO 23301 and develops the required strategies, systems, training, policies
and procedures to ensure an appropriate response in the event of a major incident or
civil contingent event.
 Bringing to the attention of UMB any significant BC and IM issues and risks, which
may impact upon the University and requires remedial action.
 Promotion and maintenance of a proactive BC and IM planning culture and
management system.
 The provision of suitable and sufficient resources for SHE Services to enable it to
effectively advise, support and guide managers, staff and students on BC and IM
matters.
 Providing appropriate liaison to ensure the commitment and co-operation of the VC,
COO, Directors of PSUs, HoC, College Managers, and senior staff in BC and IM
initiatives.
f. University Resilience Manager
The University has appointed a subject matter specialist, Resilience Manager, to advise on
technical aspects of BC and IM. The Resilience Manager is responsible for:
 Developing, implementing, monitoring & reviewing: BC and IM Policy, BC and IM
sub-strategies, plans, arrangements and guidance.
 Supporting all those with accountability and responsibility for the BC Management and
IM planning.
 Appropriate stakeholder engagement, promotion and maintenance of a proactive
institutional BC and IM planning culture.
 Establishing a coherent and workable BC Management System, in line with ISO 22301.
 Establishing a coherent and workable IM strategy in line with the 2004 Civil
Contingencies Act and Joint Emergency Services Interoperability Principles (JESIP).
 Providing an annual BC&IM assurance report to the Dual Assurance Group.
 Providing the SHE Committee with timely management and performance reports.
 Supporting the work of the College/PSU SHE Management Steering Groups.
 Preparing schedules and carrying out audits against the management system and
policy/arrangements.
 Bring to the attention of the Director of SHE any known serious, uncontrolled risks.
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g. Heads of College (HoC) and Directors of Professional Services Units (DPSUs)
HoC and DPSUs are accountable for the day-to-day leadership and management of BC and IM
within their College or PSU in accordance with the governance structure at Appendix One.
Duties and responsibilities of HoC and DPSUs may be delegated to others in accordance with
College & PSU SHE Management Steering Group’s managerial and organisational
arrangements. However, ultimate accountability for BC and IM remains with the individual
HoC/DPSU.
HoC/DPSUs or their nominated co-ordinator, working in conjunction with the University
Resilience Manager, are to:
 Know and understand the risks inherent in a contingent event or incident and how they
are related to the College/PSU critical infrastructure, systems, people and outputs (risk
profiling).
 Have processes, plans or arrangements in place to mitigate the risks identified and react
to all incidents and events within an appropriate timeline. (Risk reduction).
 Have processes in place to escalate risks that they cannot control (risk register).
 Regularly measure performance against the policy and management system
(performance reporting).
h. Business Continuity and Incident Management
Co-Ordinator/Business Partner
The HoC or DPSUs must appoint a BC and IM Co-ordinator or Business Partner (can be
included within the role of a single SHE Co-ordinator) to assist them in meeting their BC and
IM responsibilities. Reporting to the Chair of the College/PSU SHE Steering Group the BS and
IM Co-ordinator or Business Partner is responsible for:
 Being the single point of contact in a College/ PSU for both SHE Services staff and the
College/PSU staff on matters of BC and IM.
 Acting with the delegated authority of the Chair of the College/PSU SHE Committee
in matters of urgency in the event that the Chair or Deputy Chair of the College/PSU
SHE Committee is absent.
 Communicating the requirements of the University BC and IM Policy, BC Management
System, and IM Plan to relevant managers in the College/PSU.
 Assisting the College/PSU SHE Steering Group to:
o Develop the College/PSU BC Management System and IM Plan.
o Monitor implementation of the BC Management System, and IM planning
within the College/PSU
o Develop the College/PSU annual performance report
o Develop the College/PSU risk register and mitigation strategy
o Develop the College/PSU annual training needs analysis
o Set the annual College/PSU BC objectives
 Co-ordinating BC and IM training where appropriate on behalf of the College or PSU
SHE Steering Group.
 Ensuring that the appropriate notifications of incidents are made to the SHE Services
and any lessons identified.
 Working collaboratively with SHE Services to secure a continually improving BC &
IM culture.
 Co-operating and coordinating with other colleges/PSUs on shared BC and IM
responsibilities.
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i. Managers/Supervisory Roles
Members of staff and others who act in a supervisory role, such as managers, lecturers and
demonstrators, are responsible for:




Ensuring that they consider the business impact for disruptive events that may impinge
upon their critical outputs and implement the controls required (via the risk assessment
process) to manage the risks.
Reporting and investigating accidents, incidents, dangerous occurrences or near misses,
in accordance with University Arrangements and taking necessary preventative actions.

PART 3
Business Continuity and Incident Management Governance – Meetings and Committee
Structure
a. SHE Dual Assurance Group
The Council seeks assurance from and is supported by the SHE Dual Assurance Group to fulfil
its business continuity and incident management duties.
Membership
Lay-member of Council nominated by Council The lay-member is responsible for
(as Chair)
championing SHE issues on behalf of Council
and provides Council with informed opinion
gathered from communication with University
officers as appropriate and attendance at the
SHE Dual Assurance Group.
Registrar/Chief Operating Officer
Director of SHE Services,
Director of Human Resources
Group Secretary.

Frequency
Bi-annual meetings
Terms of Reference will include:
The SHE Dual Assurance Group shall on behalf of Council ensure:
 The preparation of a written annual BC and IM statement for Council confirming
conformance with BC and IM Policy, the BC Management System and IM Plan.
 Robust organisational structures and arrangements are in place for implementing the
BC and IM policy, the BC Management System, the IM Plan and bringing this policy,
and any revisions, to the attention of all employees.
 BC and IM responsibilities for the Students’ Union are clearly designated.
 BC and IM standards are defined and activities monitored to ensure they are being met.
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Those with designated leadership and management responsibility are aware of their BC
and IM duties, adequately resourced for these duties and provided with access to
relevant regulations, advice and training.
Receipt of a BC and IM Annual Performance Report from the SHE Committee.
The provision for consultation with employees regarding BC and IM arrangements.
Provision for the appointment by recognised trades unions of BC representatives.
Openness, transparency and fairness are incorporated in all BC and IM activities.
BC and IM performance is duly recognised and rewarded;
Visible leadership and support for the values and vision of the BC and IM Policy and
Management System.

b. University Management Board
Membership
Vice-Chancellor
Registrar
Pro Vice-Chancellors
Director of Finance
Heads of College
Directors of Professional Services

The UMB is responsible for the management and administration of the University. This
includes ensuring the implementing of University strategy and policy, monitoring all aspects
of University performance and exercising leadership within the institution.
Terms of Reference will include:
The University Board shall:
 Assess suitability of the BC & IM Policy, BC Management System and IM Plan
against the organisation‘s purpose, operations, culture, and business systems.
 Ensure clarity responsibility and accountability between the University and any
subsidiary companies established by the University.
 Ensure subsidiary companies have developed and implemented arrangements for
effective BC and IM that are consistent with those of the University and reflect the
activities of the companies concerned.
 Ensure that HoC or/and DPSUs are competent to carry out their BC and IM
responsibilities.
 Ensure that the BC and IM Policy, BC Management System, and IM Plan are
implemented across the whole University.
c. University Safety, Health & Environmental Committee (SHE Committee)
Membership
Chair
Ex-officio

Registrar
Vice Chancellor
Director of Estates and Facilities Management
Director of Human Resources
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1 Student Union Representative
1 Deputy Director of Safety,
Health & Environment
3 Staff representatives
1 Occupational Health Advisor
1 Member of Council
4 Chairs of Sub Committees
6 College representatives
1 Professional Services Director
1 Health & Safety Manager
1 Resilience Manager
1 Sustainability Manager
1 Secretary

Director of Safety, Health & Environment
To be appointed by Student Union

To be appointed by relevant Trades Unions
To be appointed by Head of Occupational health
Member of the Council who is not a member of the Senate
Sustainability, Radiation, Biological and Incident
Management
Appointed by Head of College (must be a member of
College SHE Management Steering Group)
To be appointed by Registrar

To be appointed by Director of Safety, Health &
Environment

Frequency
The Committee should convene four times per year and occur within one month of the subcommittee meetings.
Terms of Reference will include:
 To oversee the development, implementation, operation and review of the
University’s BC and IM Policy, BC Management System , IM Plan and associated
arrangements and documentation.
 To oversee and give direction to the Sub-Committees and appoint Working Groups to
investigate and report on aspects of BC risk as necessary.
 To oversee the work of the College/PSU’s SHE Management Steering Group.
 To provide assurance to the University via the SHE Dual Assurance Group that BC
and IM risks are being properly managed.
 To make recommendations for endorsement to the Dual Assurance Group prior to
submission for formal approval by Council.
 To liaise and consult with UMB on issues that may require consultation.
 To act as a consultative committee for nominated BC representatives from recognised
Trade Unions.
 To agree an annual audit programme.
 Promote the University’s co-operative relationship with other organisations e.g. Local
Authority Joint Resilience Unit.
Updates to be received by the Committee:


Quarterly Updates from:
o College/PSU SHE Management Steering Group.
o Business Continuity and Incident Management Sub-Committee.
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Reports to be received by the Committee:
 Annual Business Continuity Performance Report (corporate and College/PSU SHE
Management Steering Group).
 Annual Business Continuity Objectives (corporate and College/PSU SHE Steering
Groups).
 Risk Register (corporate and College/PSU SHE Management Steering Groups).
 Annual training plan.
d. College/Professional Services Units Safety, Health and Environment Management
Steering Groups
Membership
Chair - Head of College/Director of Professional Services Unit or appropriate senior deputy
1 Student Union Representative
1 representative from each department within College/PSU
1 Staff representative (trade union)
1 Resilience Manager
1 SHE Team Representative (appointed by H&S Manager)
1 SHE Co-ordinator

Frequency
The Group should convene four times per year
Terms of Reference will include:
The PSU and all College SHE Management Steering Groups hold executive authority over
any other College or PSU governance forums concerning BC or IM matters and formally
report directly to the University SHE Committee. In the course of this duty they must liaise
with all senior College or PSU governance forums as appropriate.

The College/PSU SHE management steering groups are to:
 To develop college/PSU ‘procedures’ that set out specific details of how the
University BC and IM Policy, BC Management System and IM Plan will be
implemented within the specific college/PSUs.
 To receive reports of:
o Department Business Impact Analysis on critical outputs.
o Business Continuity outcomes.
o Risk assessment action plans and mitigation strategies.
o Specific Incidents.
o Audit reports.
 To develop annual BC and IM objectives based on the previous year’s review of:
o Performance against the BC Management System.
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o Performance against the IM Plan.
o Incident Investigations and lessons identified.
o Audit reports.
o Risk assessment action plans.
To develop an annual performance report (for May SHE Committee) which outlines:
o Performance against the BC Management System.
o Performance against the IM Plan.
o Risk mitigation strategy and action.
To develop an annual risk register and mitigation strategy for the College/PSU.
To provide a forum for consultation with employee representatives.
To provide a forum for discussion and problem solving in respect of Business
Continuity and Incident Management cross cutting issues.

e. Business Continuity & Incident Management Sub-Committee
Membership
Director E&FM - Chair
Director ISS
Director Student Services
Resilience Manager
University Media & PR Manager
Health & Safety Manager
Security Manager
Procurement Officer – nominated by Director Finance
Secretary – E&FM administration assistant

Frequency
The Committee will meet once per month
Terms of Reference will include:
The BC & IM Sub-Committee will:
 Develop a compendium of specific incident action plans.
 Provide scenario based training for all levels of the incident response organisation.
 Conduct an annual review of the IM Plan.
 Review the resources required to support the IM Plan.
 Provide a quarterly report to the SHE Committee
 Develop links and relationships with Emergency Services, Joint Resilience Unit and
other external stakeholders.
 Ensure strong link and co-ordination with the CONTEST Sub-Committee Coordinator to formulate an integrated approach to all relevant contingent planning.
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Appendix One - University BC & IM Communication Governance Structure.
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Incident Management Plan
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Introduction
An incident as defined in the Civil Contingencies Act (CCA) 2004 is an “event or situation
which threatens serious damage to human welfare in a place in the UK, the environment of a
place in the UK, or war or terrorism which threatens serious damage to the security of the
UK.”
It should be noted that nearly 1 in 5 businesses suffer a major incident or emergency
every year (Business Continuity Institute).
The Incident Management Plan outlines the University’s procedures for managing
major incidents that may threaten the health and safety of the University community, disrupt
its teaching, research and administration, and damage its infrastructure, systems or reputation.
Planning for such incidents should be an integral part of all normal planning and a
routine aspect of University life. Accordingly, all members of the University share a
responsibility for being prepared for the unexpected. As events elsewhere have demonstrated
so often, failure to plan can make difficult situations chaotic. Confusion about where
responsibility lies, duplication of effort, and lack of communication compound the problems
and make matters worse.

Scope
This document provides a framework for the University’s response to a myriad of situations
and is flexible in its application through an Incident Response Team (IRT) and Incident
Management Team (IMT) that comprises a range of subject matter experts who can respond
appropriately.
The Plan may also be activated during major emergencies that occur in the
neighbouring community. For example the University has a role in providing backup
facilities during an emergency at Singleton Hospital (a Tier 1 site under the CCA 2004) or an
incident at Gower Chemicals (a COMAH upper tier site), which is likely to impact on the
Bay Campus. In that event the aim would be to co-ordinate emergency information and
support services.

Aim
The University’s aims during an emergency or incident shall be:
1. Protect, save and preserve human life.
2. Protect and secure the University’s infrastructure and facilities.
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3. To maintain critical outputs and return to full operational capability as soon as

possible.
4. To maintain the University’s reputation.
Objective
The objective of this generic plan is to ensure Swansea University staff, students and partner
agencies have clear information and guidance to enable them to respond effectively to, and
recover from a major incident. This overarching plan is supported by a range of incident
specific immediate action plans.

Incident Levels
Incidents are classified according to their severity and potential impact so that an appropriate
response can be activated:
Minor
A minor incident is localised to a department or building and is quickly resolved with
existing University resources or limited outside help. A minor incident has little or no impact
on students, staff or normal operations outside the locally affected area.
Minor incidents do not require activation of the University Incident Management Team.
Minor incidents must be recorded on a database held by the Estates and Facilities
Department.
Example: Small fire, localised chemical spill, plumbing failure or water leak.
Individual colleges and department must have coherent plans in place to deal with
minor incidents, including call out lists out of hours for specific incidents that are held
by the University Security Team. A full record of all incidents must be maintained to
ensure lessons are learnt and an audit trail is available for retrospective investigation.
Major
A major incident, as defined by the Health and Safety Executive, is a significant event that
demands a response beyond the routine, resulting from an uncontrolled development in the
course of operations. The event may cause or have the potential to cause either:
 Multiple serious injuries, cases of ill health (either immediate or delayed), or loss of
life.
 Serious disruption or extensive damage to infrastructure and systems.
Note: Events which, taken in isolation, may not warrant classification as a major incident,
may do so when considered together or alternatively relatively minor incident may have a
strategic impact and hence become critical in terms of reputation. The Bronze Commander
will need to take this into consideration and call for assistance early. If in doubt the fallback
position is to escalate and call out the Silver Team.
A major incident will undoubtedly require assistant from the emergency service and other
external organisations. These events:
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will escalate quickly.
will cause severe disruption within the University.
are capable of causing panic among the unprepared.
have an immediate impact on neighbours and partners.
If not managed appropriately will undermine the University’s reputation
are likely to impact on the University’s activities for some time after the event.

Examples: Major infectious disease in residence, building fire, major chemical spill,
extensive power failure, major flooding, Severe weather with hurricane-force winds, major
communications failure, terrorist bomb outrage, marauding terrorist firearms attack.

Incident Command and Control
Within the Civil Contingencies Act 2004 there are three levels of command during an
incident:
1. Bronze - Operational
2. Silver - Tactical
3. Gold - Strategic
To ensure the University’s planning is coherent with the emergency services, Local
Authorities emergency management and other resilience partners the University will
implement the same level of command and adopt the Joint Emergency Services
Interoperability Principles (JESIP).
During a major incident the Command and Control will ONLY be through the Incident
Management Structure, rather than the established organisational structure. Coherency and
clarity of decision making is imperative during a fast moving, complex incident. Apart from
the nominated Command level lead all members have equal standing based on subject matter
knowledge rather than grade.

JESIP
Co-locate – Co-locate with emergency service commanders as soon as practicably possible at
a single, safe, and easily identifiable location near to the scene.
Communicate – Communicate clearly using plain English, acronyms should not be used.
Co-ordinate – Co-ordinate by supporting the lead service and identify priorities, resources
and capabilities for an effective response.
Jointly Understand Risk – Jointly understand risk by sharing information about the
likelihood and potential impact of threats and hazards to agree potential control measures.
Shared Situational Awareness – Shared situational awareness establish by using
METHANE mnemonic and the Joint Decision Model at Figure 1.

METHANE
The University (usually through the first responder – Bronze Commander) will declare a
Major Incident using the METHANE mnemonic, informing the emergency services and
calling out the IMT:
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M – Major Incident declared (include the time and date)
E – Exact Location (be as prices as possible using system that will be understood buy all
responders)
T – Type of Incident (for example flooding, fire, utility failure, disease outbreak etc.)
H – Hazards present or suspected (consider likelihood of hazards and severity of impacts)
A – Access – routes that are safe to use (include access points, inaccessible routes and
rendezvous points)
N – Number, type, severity of casualties (details of casualties known including any fatalities)
E – Emergency Services present and those required (do we require any other assets or
responders e.g. Local Authority, utilities etc.)

Joint Decision Model (JDM)
To ensure a shared situational awareness picture is obtained with alacrity the
IRT and IMT will use the JESIP joint decision model

Command Level, Division of Responsibility and Response Actions
Bronze Command Level
University Response Level
 Immediate Response Team (IRT)
Command Appointment
On Duty Senior Security Supervisor - Bronze Commander
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Responsibilities
 Immediate response to all incidents
 Coordinating the activity of University staff at the incident site and responsible for the
immediate area surrounding an incident.
 Calling on additional resources as required to control and manage the incident
 Assess the incident level and call for additional support as required or declare a major
incident using the METHANE principle
 Draw the appropriate immediate actions flash card and the go bag
 Assist Colleges and departments with minor incidents, and in the silent hours activate
the college incident plans if required
 Initial contact point for emergency services and control of the incident site until the
emergency services take control
 Ensuring that the University’s Operations Centre is set up ready for the on call
Incident Management Team (Silver Command).
 Act as a focal point for the collation and dissemination of information so appropriate
decisions can be taken by the Silver Commander
The Bronze Commander is specifically not authorised to release information to Students,
Staff, Press or into the public domain.
Main Focus
 Protect, save and preserve life
 Point of Contact for Emergency Services arriving on site and external partners
 Protect and secure the University’s infrastructure and facilities
Composition - Core membership
 Security Supervisor (Bronze Commander)
 University Security Staff (both contracted and directly employed)
 Role specific staff – e.g. fire wardens
 On duty Building Staff
 On Duty College/Department Staff
 Estates Services Maintenance Team
 Other Staff as Co-opted - e.g. porters, ground staff
Response time
 Immediate
Response Actions
On receipt of a notification of an incident (333 call, alarm indication, verbal report)
the Security Supervisor will:
 Respond immediately and assume the Bronze Commander Role with delegate
authority from the VC to control the incident at the point of event.
 The security office at the respective Campus will become Bronze Control and must be
manned by a member of the security team to provide a coherent focal point for the
passage of information, maintaining an incident log and required reporting action. An
alternative Bronze control should the security office be unavailable (as it is affected
by the incident) will be pre- identified at both Campus.
 The Bronze Commander has the authority to commandeer any member of the
University Staff to assist in the initial incident control under direct supervision (i.e.
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cordon control – there is no training requirement for general staff and they operated
under guidance at best effort so long as they feel safe to do so).
The Bronze Commander will utilise the specific incident plan as guide for immediate
actions (i.e. fire plan, spillage plan). A copy of these will be held in the security
control room and familiarisation exercises held on a regular basis.
Having verified the incident the Bronze Commander will confirm the requirement for
emergency service response and declare the level of incident; call out specific subject
matter experts to assist (i.e. on call maintenance, safety officer, fire marshals).
The Bronze Commander will be the operational liaison with the emergency services.
If the incident is assessed as a major incident then the Bronze Commander will
activate the IMT under the lead of the Silver Commander.
The Bronze Commander will allocate the appropriate Emergency Control Room for
the IMT and if the situation permits prepare the appropriate Emergency Control
Room.
An accurate log of events must be maintained (this may be required as legal evidence
at a later stage).

Silver Command Level
University Response Level
 Incident management Team (IMT)
Command Appointment
 The nominated on duty IMT Leader is the Silver Commander
Responsibilities
 Respond when a major incident has been declared and coordinate the University’s
response. The Silver Commander supports the Bronze level operation. It is not
Silver’s job to be hands on at the incident
 Take decisive action to ensure a proportionate response and that critical outputs are
not compromised. This includes directing extra resources to Bronze Command,
cancelling lectures, evacuating buildings and sites, relocating staff and students.
Authorising expenditure from emergency funding
 Initiate University and College Business Continuity Plans to maintain critical
functions as required
 Through the loggist - collates accurate information and statistics in a timely manner to
allow the time and space for considered decision making. In doing so builds a
situational awareness picture for Gold Command
 Approve and coordinate the release of information to students, staff, press and the
public domain
NOTE: Informing next of kin following a death is the responsibility of the Police. No
information regarding deaths should be released until the next of kin have been
informed. This issue will require close liaison with the Police Silver Commander. The
Coroner and potential the H&S executive will need to be informed
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Main Focus
 Support the Bronze Commander and IRT
 Maintain critical outputs and maintain the University’s reputation
 Initiate recovery action
Composition - Core membership
 Nominated Silver Commander
 Member of Student Services
 Member of ISS
 Member of Public Relations Manager/Communications
 Member of Health & Safety
 Member of Sustainability
 Member of Security Manager
 Member of Technical Services
 Member of Finance/Procurement
 Member of Human Resources
 Member of Legal
 Administrator/Log keeper
 Member of Resilience & Business Continuity - Specialist Advisor
 Co-opted specialist as required
Response Time
 1hr (ideally) - 2hrs
Response Actions
On receipt of a call declaring a “Major Incident” staff should acknowledge the major incident
declared message and report to the nominated Incident Management Centre within 2 hours.
The Silver Commander will on arrival:
 Use initial meeting agenda (See annex 1)
 Draw the specific incident plan – fire, chemical spill etc. (The plan is only intended as
a guide and reaction will be determined by the nature of the incident.)
 Determine the scope and impact of the incident (JESIP) – situational awareness
 Develop a strategy to deal with the incident
 Prioritise emergency actions (Utilise University and College Business Continuity
Plans)
 Allocate individual and/or group responsibilities for implementing action
 Deploy resources and equipment
 Communicate information, advice and instructions
 Monitor and re-evaluate conditions
 Maintain an accurate record of events (this may be required as legal evidence at a
later stage)
 Prepare upward reports for Gold Command
 Liaise with external stakeholders and authorize release of information, in particular
early liaison with the Insurance loss adjustor.
Members not specifically contacted to directly assist in managing a major incident should
continue to report for duties as normal.
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NOTE: To provide the appropriate resilience on a 24/7 basis 365 day per year, it is an
essential responsibility of the all IMT member to ensure their position is covered by an
appropriate empowered and qualified colleague to provide response sustainability.
Availability details (or that of nominated deputy) must be provided to the IMT Administrator
by 1600 on the first working day of the week for the following week. Whilst on call
individuals must ensure they are able to reach the University within the specified response
time and are fit to perform the emergency role allocated.

Gold Command Level
University Response Level
 Executive Management team
Command Appointment
 COO or his nominated deputy
Responsibilities
 Strategic decision maker on behalf of the Vice Chancellor (VC)
 Responsible for analysing the overall impact of an incident on students, staff and
research
 Ensuring all students and staff welfare is catered for across the University as the
highest priority whilst balancing the competing demands of outside agencies and
media
 Planning the return to normality
Main Focus
 Protect the University’s reputation
 Return to full operational capability
Composition - Core membership
 Registrar/COO (Gold Commander)
 SMT
 Director of Estates & Facilities Management
 Director HR
 Director PR/Communications
 Head of Legal
 Head of Resilience & Business Continuity - Specialist Advisor
 Co-opted specialists as required
Response Time
 6hr
Response Actions
On receipt of a call declaring a Major Incident the Gold Commander will, within 6 hours:
 Schedule a strategic level meeting to assess the broader impact of the incident on the
University (this will require a full situational update from Silver IMT leader)
 Following this assessment Gold will allocate resources and capability to return the
University to normal in the shortest possible time scale.
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Specific Roles and Responsibilities
Individual team members are selected for their subject matter expertise relevant to a potential
incident and have equal status regardless of grade. However, given the nature of incidents and
emergencies this is a command structure and not a committee. The leader at each level
(Bronze, Silver and Gold) is responsible for the delivery of coherent decision making and
decisive action. Team member are not to fall back on their day to day management structure
for decisions or
support.
Chief Operating Officer/ Registrar (Gold Commander): Is the University's Accountable
Emergency Officer and has overall responsibility for ensuring the University has
arrangements in place to respond and recover from a major incident affecting the whole
University. He/She is responsible for ensuring the University complies with legal
requirements and the required strategies, systems, training, policies and procedures are in
place to ensure an appropriate response in the event of a major incident or civil contingency
event.
Director of PSU/Associate Director & Head of College: Has overall responsibility for their
Directorate/College operations and ensuring, in event of an incident affecting its output,
arrangements in place to respond and recover. Minor events will be addressed at a local level
but Directorate/Colleges may need to implement their arrangements for a major incidents to
provide liaison with the University Incident management Team.
Head of Resilience & Business Continuity: Will lead on emergency and incident planning
and be responsible for developing the planning tools, templates and appropriate guidance,
ensuring that training and information is made available to all levels of responders. He/she
will also ensure arrangements, guidance and plans are regularly reviewed to ensure they are
fit for purpose.
Head of Security: will be responsible for the liaison between Bronze and silver is
maintained. He/she will ensure arrangements, guidance, plans and training for Bronze
commanders are regularly reviewed to ensure they are fit for purpose.
Loggist: This is a vital post that supports decision key making. This individual will need to
be one of the first called to ensure effective set up of the control room. He/She will collect
and consolidate information for situational awareness, keeping an effective and accurate
record of the event.(This may be required as legal evidence at a later hearing) A consolidated
information picture will need to be maintained through precise information management thus
enabling informed decision making by the Silver team. The post will provide administrative
support to the control room; record and disseminate all actions from key meetings. Work with
all team members to ensure a coordinated response and maintain all record associate with the
event for audit and scrutiny at a later date.
Team Members: in conjunction with the Head of Resilience & Business Continuity, are
responsible for ensuring their respective immediate action cards and procedures are complete
and fit for purpose. That they ensure the required availability is provided and react with the
appropriate alacrity when called upon to do so.

Emergency Control Rooms
Locations suitable for an Emergency Control Room at both campuses have been identified
and are recorded below.
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Singleton Campus
 Lecture Room 1 (West), 2nd Floor Union House
 ISS Meeting Room (Room 703), 7th Floor Faraday Tower
Bay Campus
 Seminar Room 7, Ground Floor Nanhyfer Building
 Energy Safety Research Institute Board Room (Room 201), ESRI Building
If locations are unavailable or deemed unsuitable at the time of the incident the Bronze
Commander will identify a suitable alternative and inform the IMT members. Suitable
alternatives would require:
 Minimum amount of space to seat IMT and additional seating for attendance of
partner agencies (Emergency services, NRW, Local authority etc.) deemed necessary
at the emergency Control Room.
 Provide both a central, boardroom style, seating arrangement for the IMT and also
additional space for individual role specific activities.
 Adequate data sockets for all dedicated phones to be connected
 Ability to connect laptop to projector or screen necessary to allow IMT to monitor
incidents through Incident Management System.
For each campus a standard ‘Battle Box’ with the resources to operate the IMT. This will be
available for the Emergency Control Room and, if necessary, transferable to the alternative
location. The battle box should include the following items as a minimum.








Desk Phones (Including network cables)
Singleton campus phone numbers - 01792 (60) 4884 / 4886
Bay Campus phone numbers - 01792 (60) 4881 /4883
Decision Log Books
Emergency Contact List
Standard Operating Procedures
Incident Management Plan

Incident Management Systems
SafeZone
SafeZone is a mobile phone app for University students and staff. It gives immediate access
to on-campus security and a team of first responders through the mobile phone. SafeZone lets
you get help quickly in a personal emergency, or if someone needs first aid or general help.
Students and staff can check in when they are working alone, or in high risk areas, and share
their status with the response team. SafeZone also sends notifications in the event of an
emergency, so students and staff know what to do to stay safe.
Continuity2
Continuity2 is an externally hosted Business Continuity Management software that gives
immediate access to College / PSU plans and any supporting documents. The system has a
messaging facility available allowing you to email and/or text message predefined call lists
and organise a conference call.
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Emergency Responders
As category 1 responders* under the CCA 2004, the Police, Fire and Ambulance services
have one main objective in common, that being the preservation of life and property, and
providing an effective response to emergency situations where life has been lost or is
threatened. Each emergency situation is dealt with according to the type of incident. i.e. at a
major fire the fire chief takes command, at a terrorist incident the police chief assumes
responsibility.
Depending on the type of incident there may, after the initial action, be a requirement to
preserve the scene for the collection of evidence. In the case of death there will be a need for
the coroner’s officer to be involved and potentially the Health & Safety Executive. This will
be done by the Police, but the impact on the University will be that the Incident site will
remain a sealed site to preserved evidence. Hence recovery action cannot take until the site
has been released, and this may take some time. At an early stage of any incident, the
organisation will need to make contact with the emergency services co-ordinator to make the
following available:
 Site /Building plans
 Resources available
 Lists of staff, students and others
 Telephone Lists
 Next of Kin
 Any safety issues i.e. chemicals/explosives
 Site Emergency Plans
Once the incident is over, the preserved scene released and handed over by the emergency
services, it is up to the organisation to commence recovery.
*Category 1 responder – a person or body listed in Part 1 Schedule 1 to the CCA 2004.
These bodies are likely to be at the core of the response to most emergencies. As such, they
are subject to the full range of civil protection duties in the Act.

South Wales Police








The saving of life in conjunction with other Emergency Services.
Co-ordination of the emergency services and other organisations during the
immediate response phase
Protection and preservation of the scene.
Investigation of the incident in conjunction with other investigative bodies.
Collation and dissemination of casualty information.
Identification of victims.
Restoration of normality

In addition South Wales Police will aim to:
 Investigate any potential breaches of the Criminal Law.
 Protect and secure the scene until all evidence has been collected.
 Assist other agencies i.e. the Health and Safety Executive in their investigations.
 Support the role of the Senior Coroner in the investigation and circumstances of
unexplained deaths.
 Implement traffic management arrangements with the assistance of the Local
Authority
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Mid and West Wales Fire and Rescue Service (MWWFRS)













The saving of life in conjunction with other Emergency Services.
Dealing with fires, released chemicals and other hazardous situations.
Rescuing trapped casualties.
Safety of all personnel involved in rescue work.
Information gathering and hazard assessment.
Assisting the Ambulance Service at casualty loading points.
Assist South Wales Police with the recovery of bodies.
Restoration to ‘normality.’ In addition MWWFRS will aim to:
Consult the ‘Fire Service Site Specific Information’ and make available to other
agencies.
Liaise with the Multi-Agency Command and Control (including STAC) to provide
advice and information.
Carry out decontamination of casualties with Ambulance Service, seeking advice
from Public Health Wales.
Render other assistance as required by the circumstances of the Major Accident
including the provision of special equipment.

Welsh Ambulance Service NHS Trust (WAST)
 The saving of life in conjunction with other Emergency Services.
 Providing a focal point for all Health Board and medical resources.
 The treatment and care of injured persons.
 Determination of the priority evacuation of the injured.
 Determining the main receiving and supporting hospitals.
 Arranging and ensuring the most appropriate means of transporting the injured.
 Restoration of normality. In addition WAST will aim to:
 Provide treatment, stabilisation and care to those injured at the scene, including the
establishment of triage points and systems to prioritise treatment.
 Provide appropriate transport for the injured to the nominated hospitals.
 Alert and co-ordinate the work of the Medical Voluntary Aid Societies (VAS),
enabling them to provide services appropriate to the incident, as required.
 Restoration of normality.

External Agencies
Local Authorities - City & County of Swansea and Neath Port Talbot
The councils role in a major incident is to support the emergency services and then to help
return life to normal as soon as possible.
To achieve this the council will:
 Respond to requests from the emergency services to assist in response to major
incidents.
 Co-ordinate our response together with multi-agency partners and voluntary agencies.
 Mobilise our staff to carry out tasks requested by the emergency services.
Depending on the scale and type of incident, this may include:
1. Establishing an Emergency Control Centre to co-ordinate our response.
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2. Setting up Rest Centres to provide shelter, food and information to people evacuated from
the vicinity of a major incident.
3. Providing advice on the temporary re-housing of people who are unable to return to their
homes.
4. Specialist advice to the public on matters such as public health and structural stability of
buildings.
5. Providing information to the public and the media.
6. Assisting in cleaning up the area affected by a major incident.



As far as possible, keep our everyday council services running despite diversions of
staff and other resources to handling of the incident.
Take a leading role in helping the community to recover and to return life to normal.

Councils have a mutual aid protocol with other local authorities across Wales to assist one
another in responding to a major incident. This allows councils to “borrow” staff and
equipment from other authorities, particularly if faced with a prolonged emergency.
However, it is important to recognise that the council is not a “24/7” organisation like the
emergency services.
Their emergency duty officers are available 24/7, 365 days of the year via a dedicated
numbers. These numbers are ONLY to be used in emergency conditions when a IMT has
been, or will, be invoked.

Dwr Cymru / Welsh Water (DC/WW)
Dwr Cymru/Welsh Water provide potable drinking water and removal of wastewater.
DC/WW are responsible for the water mains, the large pipes that distribute water around the
network along with the pipes carrying water between the water mains and the boundary of a
property. They are also responsible for the public sewers. These are usually in roads or public
open spaces, but may run through private land. The DC/WW has a right of access to these
sewers for maintenance.
The University are responsible for the supply pipes; the smaller pipes that carry water
from DC/WW pipework into a property. Supply pipes run from the boundary of the property
up until the first water fitting or stop-tap inside the property. The drains which carry
wastewater are normally the property owner’s responsibility up until the boundary of the
property where they connect to public sewers.
Water Supply Failure
In the event of a loss of piped supply or a loss of quality (do not drink/do not use notice)
DC/WW will identify and provide alternative drinking water supplies. The priority of
response will be as follows:
1. Vulnerable Persons/establishments
2. Domestic properties
3. Non-domestic properties
The university’s residential properties are classified as domestic properties and as such will
be provided with alternative drinking water supply. The rest of the university is considered
non-domestic and alterative water supplies will be best endeavour.
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Natural Resources Wales
Natural Resources Wales (NRW) is the leading public body for protecting and improving the
environment in Wales. As an environmental regulator, with a wide range of roles and
responsibilities, it responds to many different types of incident affecting the natural
environment, human health or property.
The NRW’s main priorities, during the response and recovery phases are to:
 prevent or minimise the impact of the incident;
 investigate the cause of the incident and consider enforcement action;
 seek remediation, clean-up or restoration of the environment.
The role of the NRW at an incident depends on the nature of the event. For example:
 In a flood event, it focuses on operational issues such as issuing flood warnings,
predicting the location, timing and magnitude of flooding and operating its flood
defence assets to protect communities and critical infrastructure.
 in a pollution incident, it will seek to prevent/control and monitor the input of
pollutants to the environment.
Public Health Wales (PHW)
Public Health Wales is responsible for providing public health emergency preparedness,
resilience and response leadership, and scientific and technical advice at all organisational
levels, working in partnership with other organisations to protect the health of the public
within Wales.
In fulfilling these Public Health Wales will undertake the following responsibilities:
 Assess the impact on population health to inform the multi-agency response
 Liaise with stakeholders to gather detailed information on the type of incident
 Seek preliminary advice from specialists including Public Health England (PHE),
Centre for Radiation Chemical and Environmental Hazards Wales (CRCE Wales),
National Poisons Information Service (NPIS), with regards to likely symptoms of
those exposed (both immediate and delayed) and the need for immediate countermeasures such as decontamination and mass chemoprophylaxis
 Recommend measures to protect public health and mitigate effects of an incident
 Interpret and share information/advice with health services and other partners
 Collate information obtained from different sources into a coherent, meaningful and
usable format for different audiences
 Convene and initially chair a Scientific and Technical Advice Cell (STAC)
 Advise on the effective communications of public health risks to others
 Analyse and evaluate the response proposed by other agencies in terms of the likely
impact on public health
 Facilitate epidemiological follow-up of affected populations / communities as
necessary
 Convene and chair (or be a core member of) an Outbreak Control Team in response to
a significant infectious disease incident
 Provide an integrated approach to the protection of public health in Wales supporting
partner agencies in the provision of scientific and technical advice within the
following specialist area:
o Infectious disease
o Outbreak surveillance
o Chemical hazards
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o Biological hazards
o Radiation hazard
o Health and wellbeing (including mental health)

Insurance Loss Adjuster
UMAL will appoint Loss Adjusters to work with the University in the event of major loss or
disaster. Adjusters are appointed not only for their expert knowledge and resources available
but also for their experience in handling disaster situations - their role will include:
 Rapid assessment of the extent of the disaster and emergency measures necessary.
 Provision of advice re potential salvage and protection of assets remaining.
 Steps to minimise the financial effect of the disaster and to ensure a return to normal
as speedily as possible.
 Use of in-house qualified Surveyors, Engineers etc. to assist in the recovery process.
 Advice on costs (including insured and non-insured costs).
 Arranging interim payments as recovery work progresses.
 Guiding the University throughout the duration of the claim with advice on options
available, specialist matters, technical information etc.
In the final analysis the Loss Adjuster is responsible to UMAL for the correct handling of any
claim and for ensuing that the University’s recovery to pre- disaster level is achieved as
swiftly and as comprehensively as possible.

Resources
The Technical Services Team have a member on call 24/7. They would provide the first point
of contact for resources and contractors for responding to incidents at Swansea University. A
copy of the on call rota is held by the security team. University holds a limited number of
resources for dealing responding to incidents:
 Pumps
 Wet vacs
 Task lighting
 Spill kits
 Diversion signage for any road / lane closures
 Manual fire alarm bells
Additional resources and support is available via contracted services and external providers:
Graham FM are the university main contactor providing 24/7 call out and would deal with
the majority of incidents on site. They provide a variety of trades such as Electricians,
plumbers, carpenters etc. along with, on request, the sourcing and provision of equipment
necessary for response. Security have a copy of all relevant contact details.
Additional support available from our contacted services/external suppliers such as
Vertiv who supply provide UPS/Generator to University (Contract Ref. SA1011), Neners
locksmiths who support the access control system of the University and Securus group who
manage the University’s fire alarm and intruder alarms.
Ambipar Response provide a emergency response to serious chemical or fuel spillage
that is beyond the capability of the University to deal with.
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Incident Management Team Contacts
Name

Mobile Number

Andrew Hillier
Anthony March
Asad Rahman
Ceri Jones
Ceri Rowe
Delyth Purchase
Fiona Abbott
Glen Donnachie
Jacqui Bowen
Jonathan Burnes
Justine Francis
Kevin Child
Kevin McKeown
Liz Stratton
Louise Church
Louise Nowell
Mark James
Owen Cullen
Philip Moremon
Rob Brelsford-Smith

07852268386
07850837088
07747878933
07971287438
07941357349
07779122803
07562439044
07740421640
07894251874
07717291245
07901551398
07792502696
07740925753
07525213829
07702127147
07592774555
07876595273
07792545344
07889646209
07712302158

Rob Saddler
Russ Huxtable
Sean Elward
Steve Owen

07814039679
07718971076
07710565663
07960204783

Email Address
andrew.Hillier@swansea.ac.uk
a.d.march@swansea.ac.uk
a.rahman@swansea.ac.uk
ceri.jones@swansea.ac.uk
c.b.rowe@swansea.ac.uk
D.Purchase@Swansea.ac.uk
Fiona.abbott@swansea.ac.uk
g.e.donnachie@swansea.ac.uk
jacqui.bowen@swansea.ac.uk
j.l.burnes@swansea.ac.uk
j.e.powell@swansea.ac.uk
k.g.child@swansea.ac.uk
k.mckeown@swansea.ac.uk
e.stratton@swansea.ac.uk
l.r.church@swansea.ac.uk
r.l.nowell@swansea.ac.uk
m.h.james@swansea.ac.uk
o.n.cullen@swansea.ac.uk
p.j.moremon@swansea.ac.uk
R.BrelsfordSmith@Swansea.ac.uk
r.m.saddler@swansea.ac.uk
r.d.huxtable@swansea.ac.uk
s.m.elward@swansea.ac.uk
s.g.owen@swansea.ac.uk

External Contacts
Name
Emergency
Contact
Emergency
Duty Officer
Welsh Water

24hr Contact
General
Enquires
Incident Hotline

Organisation
Ambipar
Response
City & County
of
Swansea
Dwr
Cymru/Welsh
Water
Grahams FM
Natural
Resources
Wales
Natural
Resources

Mobile
number

Work
number

Email address

N/A

01202 653558

N/A

0798091258
5

N/A

N/A

N/A

0800 052 0130

N/A

N/A
N/A

0845 600 5400
0300 065 3000

N/A
enquiries@naturalresourceswa
les.gov.uk

N/A

0800 807060

N/A
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Emergency
Duty Officer
Locksmiths
Fire and
Intruder Alarm
UPS Generator
Emergency
Contact
(WPDCROWN
2842424)

Wales
Neath Port
Talbot
Neners
Locksmiths
Securus Group
Vertiv
Western Power

N/A

01268 909404

N/A

N/A

01792 290141

N/A

N/A

01792 561111

N/A

N/A
N/A

0800 525 600
0800 6783 105

N/A
N/A
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Annex 1
Incident Management Team - Agenda
1
2

3

4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Item

Item Lead

Introductions
IMT Aims
 Protect, save and preserve human life. (Bronze)
 Protect and secure the University’s infrastructure and
facilities. (Bronze / Silver)
 To maintain critical outputs and return to full operational
capability as soon as possible. (Silver)
 To maintain the University’s reputation. (Silver / All)
Situational Awareness - Determine the scope and impact of the
incident

Chair

Items for urgent attention and allocation of tasks (logging essential)
Develop a strategy to deal with the incident (logging essential)
Determine actions required (logging essential)
Allocate responsibilities for actions – including resources and
equipment
Preparation of press briefings
Prepare update for Gold Command / SMT
Time of next Update (Meeting rhythm)
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Security Manager /
Head of Resilience
& Business
Continuity
All
Chair/All
Chair/All
Chair
Comms
Chair
Chair

Appendix C:
Contact Lists
University Incident Management Team (4271) - can be contacted at any time in the event
of an emergency in the museum. Contact Carolyn Graves-Brown first, and if unsuccessful,
continue down the list. Refer to the list in Section 3, page 8 to remind personnel what to bring
with them.
Name

Internal

Home

Mobile

Travel
time

Travel
method

Carolyn GravesBrown
Wendy
Goodridge
Syd Howells
Hannah
Sweetapple
Angharad Gavin
Kenneth Griffin
Steve Williams

5960/6584

(01554)749165

07706720624

40 minutes

Car

5960

(01792)426365

07889852297

20 minutes

Car

6065
2668

(01792)830976

07890848409
07747619994

30 minutes
20 minutes

Car
Car

2660
3887
5167

(01639)849962

07944918327
07891492897

45 minutes
30 minutes

Taxi/train
Bus
Car

Jon Burnes

2837

Estates holds
contact details
Estates holds
contact details

Car

Additional personnel / Emergency Reaction Team Members these people have
volunteered to assist in the event of any emergency within the museum. They should only
be contacted if a member of the senior management team authorises this.
Name

Internal

Home

Contacts within the University
Role/Department Person Contact

Mobile

Travel
time

Telephone
Number

Email

Travel
method

Head of Resilience
and Business
Continuity
Estates

R.D.Huxtable

(60) 6589

r.d.huxtable@swansea.ac.uk

Security

Insurance Manager
Head of Finance

Alison Spence
Rob BrelsfordSmith

205678 ext.
4271
(29) 5434
(29) 5363

securitysupervisor@Swansea.ac.uk
security@Swansea.ac.uk
A.J.Spence@Swansea.ac.uk
r.brelsford-smith@swansea.ac.uk
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Press Office

Ben Donovan

(60) 2382

B.J.E.Donovan@Swansea.ac.uk

Contacts Outside the University
Harwell: Priority User 0800 019 9990
Welsh Assembly Government MALD Emergency Planning Network Wales (EPNW)
(https://www.jiscmail.ac.uk/epnw)
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Appendix D:
Equipment and Suppliers
The following are kept/sourced by Estates:
 Dust masks
 Overalls/Waterproofs
 Safety Boots
 Safety Helmets
 Protective Gloves
 Safety Glasses/Goggles
 Torch
 Extension Lead
 Rope
 Stanley Knife
 Pipe Sealing Tape (water)
 Lifting Straps
 Hammer
 Pliers
 Screwdrivers (variety)
 Wrecking Bar (Crowbar)
 Mop/Bucket
 Dustpan and brush
 ‘J’ Cloths/Sponge Cloths/ Sponges
 Paper Towels
 Brush (long-handled)
 Water Spray Bottles
 Plastic Carrying Crates and Trays
 Bin/Bin bags, stationary
 Identification Tabards
 Tarpaulins and Plastic Sheeting
 Wooden Pallets
 Portable generators and Emergency Lighting
 Pumps
 Wet and Dry Vacuum Cleaners
 Heaters and Dehumidifiers
The Following are kept by Egypt Centre:
 Plastic sealed boxes: Egypt Centre store room 8 (Taliesin ground floor, room 8)
 Plastic Bags: Egypt Centre store room 8 (Taliesin ground floor, room 8)
 Latex gloves: Ken’s room (Taliesin ground floor), Carolyn’s office (Taliesin ground
floor, room 13)
 Glass Clamps: Museum Office
 First Aid Kit: Museum Office and Gift shop
 Wind up Torches: Egypt Centre galleries
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Blotting paper: Photocopier cupboard and Carolyn’s office (Taliesin ground floor,
room 13)
De-acidified tissue paper: Ken’s room (Taliesin ground floor), Egypt Centre store
room 8 (Taliesin ground floor, room 8), Carolyn’s office (Taliesin ground floor, room
13)
Self-seal polythene bags: Egypt Centre store room 8 (Taliesin ground floor, room 8)
Digital Camera: Ken’s room (Taliesin ground floor), Museum Office
Bubble wrap: Ken’s room (Taliesin ground floor), Carolyn’s office (Taliesin ground
floor, room 13)
Documentation Sheets: Ken’s room (Taliesin ground floor), Egypt Centre store room
8 (Taliesin ground floor, room 8)

Computer support (hardware, software, helplines, etc.)
The Egypt Centre pays an annual fee to belong to the MODES Users Association. The
museum catalogue uses MODES for Windows. An up-to-date catalogue is saved to the
University Tawe drive every time it is updated. The most up to date loaded copy is on the PC
in Carolyn’s office (Taliesin ground floor, room 13). Less up to date versions are available on
the two PC’s in the office, the museum gift shop, the first floor landing PC, and on the two
newest laptops.
In absence of Museum staff, the MODES support team may be contacted at:
support@modes.org.uk 01332 366616.
For all other support, use the University IT Helpdesk 5060
Freezing facility (cold store or container/trailer freezer hire)
Most water-damaged material should be frozen, ideally down to -18°C, as soon as possible
(certainly within 12 hours), to prevent mould growth and further swelling/distortion. This is
best done in a cold store (refrigerated trucks have difficulties freezing down to this
temperature). Blast freezing is generally recommended, as this rapid cooling cause smaller
ice crystals to form, and potentially, least distortion in the material as it freezes. Food
processing/storage companies with blast freezers will not accept any material that may have
been contaminated with sewage – either hire container/trailer freezers, or use ordinary trucks
to transport rapidly to a specialist (if distant) facility.
 Interleave with plastic before freezing.
 Record what you have frozen.
Freeze drying service facilities are available at:
 Harwell: Priority User 0800 019 9990 (Free freezer storage)
Van/truck hire
Contact Estates Department for this: 205678 ext. 4271.
Harwell Priority User 0800 019 9990 Enhanced service levels for Priority Users
 Coverage for all your institution's buildings, throughout the UK*
 Free 24-hour call-out, 365 days per year
 Free onsite assessment, consultancy and project management of salvage operation
 Dedicated 24-hour hotline
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Free freezer storage
Free crate hire
33% discount on water-damage restoration
25% discount on fire-damage restoration
25% discount on decontamination of biohazards
25% discount on transportation and onsite salvage and packing by Harwell’s damage
management technicians
Priority access to Harwell’s Technicians, Project Managers, vehicles and restoration
facilities
Free review of your existing disaster plan
33% discount on Harwell Priority User Services, including all Courses
Disaster Planning Consultancy, Waste Disposal, Conservation Services
Deinfestation etc (please see our sister site, Harwell Support Services).
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Appendix E:
Emergency Storage and Sorting Areas
If possible, close one of the galleries for storage and sorting. For major emergencies a larger
space will be required such as a large hall/gymnasium. The University Incident
Management Team will liaise in allocating space for emergency storage and sorting.
Emergency sorting area
The designated place for the collection is to be moved (probably by staff/volunteers) for
sorting and immediate remedial/packing work.
 If items are wet, you should not use other rooms/buildings housing historic contents
(the relative humidity will rise rapidly in the area used).
 Ideally seek to provide two separate sorting areas, wet and dry.
 Deliveries of bulk quantities of salvage materials, offered in other institutions and
suppliers, will need a 24-hour security presence as soon as materials and artefacts start
arriving.
 If you can set up fans and dehumidifiers in wet store areas.
Temporary storage area
A temporary storage area is needed to store undamaged items after sorting (it is assumed that
damaged items will be sent for treatment directly from the sorting area and therefore not need
special consideration).
 If the storage space does not have racking use pallets on the floor (obtained via
Estates Department). More floor area space will be needed.
 A controlled environment (temperature and humidity) is essential, hired portable
equipment may be needed.
 Security is essential (physical as well as electronic – otherwise a 24-hour guard).
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Appendix F:
Priority Material





Items on display must be given priority over those in store.
If items are at risk, first move organic material (mummified remains, wooden
artefacts, cartonnage etc) to a safe place.
If flooding occurs artefacts on low shelves need attention first.
Stone will not be damaged quite so easily.
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Appendix G:
Maps and Floor Plans
Egypt Centre galleries: 32.1. Egypt Centre stores: 32

Swansea
University
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Appendix H:
Artefact Emergency Treatment
Contact Harwell in the first instance
 A good deal of space will be required for this task.
 This is required for material that has received minor water-damage or saturated items
that cannot be frozen.
 The Salvage Manager will designate an area for air-drying.
 Use fans and dehumidifiers to assist drying, but not too near the items and do not
apply heat.
 Some items should be dried slowly – here, do not apply fans. These include wooden
objects see below for more information.
 Use hand-held water sprays, watering cans or sinks with a very gentle stream of
water, if necessary to remove surface deposits if possible, but do not rub or brush
material.
 Cover table tops with sheets of polythene, then blotting paper. If the sheets of
polythene fall to the ground and can be secured, the bottom space can be used as a
wind-tunnel. See diagram below.










Lay items for drying flat on the table tops, absorbing excess moisture with sponges
and blotting paper where possible.
Change bottom layer of blotting paper as it becomes sodden. Brown paper or ‘Kraft’
is a cheap alternative to blotting paper.
Interleave within the item with blotting paper/newsprint to increase absorption if
possible.
Lines can also be used to dry single sheet items such as photographs, textiles, etc.
Do not attempt to separate material that is found stuck together – a trained conservator
may be required.
Items that do not appear to be drying successfully after 24 hours and which cannot be
frozen should be placed in polythene bags to keep the moisture in, air excluded as far
as possible, and then dried when the drying team have more time.
Return empty crates to salvage team
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Equipment
 Tables
 Sponges
 Polythene sheeting
 Blotting paper
 Scissors
 Dehumidifiers
 Fans
 Plastic aprons
 Kitchen roll
 Water spray
Stabilisation/Packing Team
 Items that are thoroughly wet and cannot be air-dried should be frozen (except objects
listed on page 57 which cannot be frozen).
 Excess moisture that can be drained should be removed (liquid water in archive boxes
should be removed through making a small hole in the bottom of the box, not through
tilting the box).
 All items to be frozen should be bagged or wrapped in polythene where possible.
 Items should be transferred to crates where possible.
 Some items that cannot be frozen can be kept wet. Use solid crates for this purpose.
Equipment
 PPE
 Crates (free loan from Harwell)
 Strung tags
 Polythene bags
 Release paper
 Pencils
 Trolleys
 Documentation Sheets
Guidelines for treating water-damaged objects.
The first 24 hours can make a big difference.
NB. This reference section should provide first-aid advice and treatment for water affected
objects. Further restoration/conservation advice should be obtained from private conservators
or experts and local or national collections where necessary.
General points
Work closely with conservators or more experienced staff at all times.
Use gloves to handle objects – they may contaminate you and vice versa.
Beware of serious health hazards associated with mud and mould. Wear gloves and protective
clothing, including a respirator.
 Work on high priority collections first.
 In unventilated areas in high temperatures and humidity (>20oC and 65%rH) mould
will grow on damp organic items within 24 hours.
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In general, freeze items that cannot dry within 24 hours, but refer to list of items that
should not be frozen on page 63.
Photograph your objects before you take steps to salvage them, if possible, for
insurance purposes.
Handle items with care at all times. Mishandling can exacerbate the damage.

Framed Artworks
Paintings:
Paintings should be a top priority as the most serious effects of water exposure occur within
the first 15 minutes of an emergency.
 Remove from frames in a safe dry place. Do NOT separate paintings from stretchers.
 Collect any fragments of paint that have come off.
 Keep wet paintings horizontal and paint side up with nothing touching the surface.
 Avoid direct sunlight.
 Do not touch the surface of the painting.
 Dry slowly, image side up, with nothing touching the surface.
Art on paper or photos with glass fronts:
 Remove from frames in a safe dry place, unless art is stuck to glass.
 If image stick is to glass, leave it in the frame, dry glass side down.
 Otherwise, dry slowly, image side up, with nothing touching the surface.
Textiles:
 Provide adequate physical support when moving heavy textiles.
 Do not unfold delicate wet fabrics.
 Keep light/dark textiles away from each other.
 Do not stack wet textiles.
 Rinse, drain and blot items with clean towels/cotton sheets to remove excess water.
 Block and shape each damp textile back to its original form.
 Gently press textile – do not wring or twist.
 Air-dry textiles indoors using air-movement/fans.
 If items cannot be dried within 24 hours, separate with silicone release or waxed.
paper to prevent dye transfer. Pack flat and freeze.
Furniture/Wood
 Keep drawers in place but remove contents.
 Lift from bottom of object.
 Rinse/sponge surfaces gently to clean. Blot.
 Air-dry slowly. Possibly under polythene to prevent warping/splitting. Also
dehumidifying room with gradual changes to dehumidifier setting will draw moisture
out slowly.
 Inspect painted surfaces. If paint is blistered or flaking, air-dry slowly without
removing surface dirt or moisture.
 Hold veneer in place whilst drying with weights or clamps; separate weight from
veneer with protective layer.
 Finishes may develop white haze. This does not need immediate attention.
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Ceramics/Stone/Glass/Metal
Ceramics
 Handle with care during salvage – biggest initial problem will be risk of breakage.
 If soiled rinse quickly with clean water.
 Identify ceramic type and consult a conservator on drying procedures – prioritise
terracotta/sun baked, low-fired ceramics, then lastly high-fired ceramics.
 Porous ceramics will be highest priority as they absorb dirty water.
 TERRACOTTA - treat within 24 hours to prevent disintegration and loss of surface.
Blot dry, do not rub. Air-dry using fans.
 LOW FIRED CERAMICS – Treat within 48 hours. Pat dry. Air dry using fans.
 HIGH FIRED CERAMICS – Treat after less stable material. If surfaces are stable,
blot with lint free towels. Air drying using fans.
 If ceramic is broken, cracked, or has mineral deposits or old repairs, place in a clean,
transparent polythene bag until it can be treated. Seal bag and monitor for mould.
Stone






Treat after less stable materials.
If soiled rinse quickly with clean water.
If stone object is smooth-surfaced, blot gently and air-dry.
If object is rough-surfaced or has applied finish, do not blot, but air-dry on plastic or
clean towel.
Air-dry using fans.

Glass






Treat after less stable materials.
If soiled rinse quickly with clean water
Pat dry, do not rub.
Air-dry, using fans.
DO NOT FREEZE.

Metal






Treated unstable (corroded) metals within 48 hours – thereafter stable metal.
Use gloves to handle.
Rinse/sponge and blot metal object.
Air-dry.
If object has applied finish, do not clean. Air-dry, keeping flaking surfaces horizontal.

Organic Materials
Leather and rawhide (including mummified remains)
 Rinse/sponge with clean water to remove mud.
 Drain and blot to remove excess water.
 Pad with toweling or un-inked paper to maintain shape.
 Air-dry, using fans.
 Manipulate tanned fur skins during drying to keep skins flexible.
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Baskets
 Handle with care. Lift from bottom.
 Rinse.
 Drain and blot to remove excess water.
 Stuff with clean paper towels or cottons sheets to retain shape and absorb stains.
 Cover with clean towels.
 Air-dry slowly.
 Keep lids on.
 Change blotting material regularly.
Bone, Shell, and Ivory
 Handle with care.
 Rinse.
 Drain and blot to remove excess moisture.
 Place on blotters on non-rusting screens.
 Air-dry slowly.

Oversize Objects






Consider carefully before moving a large object. Given the resources required to
move large heavy object, it may be easier to dry in situ or to leave until other more
portable objects have been moved.
Never attempt to move an object single handed.
Make sure you know where you are going before you move it.
Do not stack.
Keep well supported and bubble wrap.

Photographic Material





Remove from any frame or mountings.
Immerse prints and glass plate negatives in cold water in their wrappings.
Where photographs are stuck together consult a photograph conservator.
Wash colour prints and glass plates in cold water for 15 minutes. Black/white prints,
colour and black and white negatives for 30 minutes.
 Remove from their wrappings and lay out flat, emulsion side up on blotting paper.
 Ensure the drying environment is as dust free as possible.
 Incline glass plate negatives slightly to speed drying.
If there are too many for immediate attention, either:
 Keep wet in a container or water for no more than 48 hours. Air-dry.
 Freeze. If possible, interleave each photo with silicone release or waxed paper.
DO NOT FREEZE GLASS PLATE NEGATIVES

Books and Paper (Egypt Centre’s library is of secondary importance to the artefacts)
Books
 If rinsing, hold book closed.
 Partially wet or damp: stand open to 90O angle on bottom or top edge. Splay pages
and air-dry.
 Very wet: lay flat on clean surface. Interleave less than 20% of the book with
absorbent material. Replace interleaving when damp.
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If too many books to air-dry in 24 hours:
 Wrap in silicone release or waxed paper.
 Pack spine down in sturdy containers such as crates.
 Freeze.
Paper
 Air-dry flat as individual sheets, or small piles up to 0.75cm, interleaved with blotter.
 Replace blotter when damp.
 Do not unfold or separate individual wet sheets.
If too many items for air-drying:
 Interleave (by groups or individually) with silicone release or waxed paper if time
permits.
 Pack papers or files into sturdy containers.
 Freeze.
Do Not Freeze:
 Paintings on canvas.
 Paintings on wood panel.
 Ivory and/or tooth.
 High fire ceramics.
 Joined wooden panels.
 Waterlogged materials (drain water away first).
 Wax or objects with wax fills.
 Objects where inlays or veneers show warpage or lifting from substrate.
 Objects where there is warpage or other distortions that may indicate that the object’s
structure is under stress.
 Anything under tension (drum heads, string instruments).
 Glass.
 Glass plate negatives.
If you cannot freeze and cannot air-dry, consider whether it will be appropriate either to keep
the item wet either through placing in a container full of water, or placing item inside a
polythene bag to prevent moisture escape. This can only be as a last resort as mould may well
develop on damp objects. Drying items too quickly may result in further damage such as
cracking, warping and splitting.

Salvage After Fires
In the aftermath of a fire, prioritise wet items initially. When all wet items have been
salvaged, attention can turn to smoke and fire damage. Ensure that all fragments are gathered
and bagged or crated with the object.
Get advice from a conservator over treatment options. Smoke residues can be removed
through careful cleaning, but advice should be obtained before this commences. Smoke
residues are acidic and should not be left untreated for a long time.
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Appendix I:
Risk Assessment of Threats
This is a risk assessment for fire, flood, theft and vandalism. The health and safety risk
assessment it a separate document.
Fire
The most recent cause of fire in the Egypt Centre is likely to be electrical. However, as the
main galleries are new builds, of around 20 years old, this is unlikely. Wiring in the store
areas is older.
Risk - low
Risk reduction measures in place
 Fire alarms are checked every Tuesday morning and the extinguishers are maintained
by Estates and checked on a regular basis.
 There are smoke detectors with fire alarms in the galleries (L2 fire alarm system) as
well as adjacent to the stores.
Residual threat
Risk - low
Flood or Water Ingress
Flood is unlikely in the galleries and in the object store in the Keir Hardy building.
However, the Curators office containing object documentation as well as the object store
room 8 in the basement of the Taliesin is likely to flood. In December 2007 a flood of the
Taliesin lower floor was caused by water running from the neighbouring Singleton Park and
building up due to lack of drains. The water running from the park flooded the Curators
office and came close to threatening the object store.
Water leaking from the roof and burst pipes/ACU may occur. 2015/16 the roof leaked
due to contractors working on the roof. This caused water to pour into the first floor gallery,
which had to close, and also leaked into the downstairs gallery. In 2017 water leaked into the
downstairs gallery due to a blockage in the drain system on the roof.
Risk- medium to high
Risk reduction measures in place
 The filing cabinets and cupboards holding the documentation in the Curator’s office
are on pallets. There are no objects placed on the floor of the object store room 8, all
are raised by at least 1 foot.
 The Estates Department is responsible for cleaning out drains, but as the drains are
inadequate and there is no funding for a new drainage system it is possible the drains
may become flooded in the future.
 After the flood in 2007 remedial action was taken by the Park and despite sustained
heavy rainfall we have not had any water running through campus from the park.
 Flood warning systems are not possible because such systems would be set off by
normal use of the area adjacent to the store room. Placing a flood warning system in
the store means we would only be alerted after the threat had actually taken place.
 Estates porters are asked to check on the building over holiday periods.
 We continually ask the University for a non-basement store.
Residual threat
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Risk - High
Theft
Theft, if planned and determined, is impossible to eliminate. However certain reduction
methods have been put in place. The only theft from the galleries has been hands-on replicas
being taken by visitors.
Risk low-medium
Risk reduction measures
 All objects are behind glass.
 Doors to galleries and stores have double locks. The first floor gallery also has a metal
security grill door which is padlocked. The ground floor gallery has two sets of doors.
 When the buildings (galleries and stores) are closed to the public it is alarmed with
alarms going through to Estates Security room in Fulton House. The alarms are tested
regularly.
 CCTV digital recording functions 24 hours in both galleries, landing foyer, and gift
shop. The CCTV can be seen by Security at the central control room Fulton House.
CCTV has been updated to include more cameras and coverage of blind spots.
 When the buildings are open staff or volunteers are always present in the galleries.
 Steel framed cases are fixed to the walls/floor have toughened safety glass and double
locked doors.
However, there are now many more key-holders and those who know the alarm code than
previously as there is no longer a dedicated building porter and a change of cleaning staff that
also use a master key to access rooms.
Residual threat
Risk medium
Vandalism
Vandalism, if planned and determined, is impossible to eliminate. However there has been
very little occurrence of vandalism and certain reduction methods have been put in place.
Risk low
Risk reduction measures
 When the buildings are open staff or volunteers are always present in the galleries.
 Gallery checklists are carried out each day by volunteers and damage/vandalism
reported.
 CCTV digital recording functions 24 hours in both galleries, landing foyer and gift
shop. The CCTV can be seen by Security at Fulton House. CCTV has been updated to
include more cameras and coverage of blind spots.
Residual threat
Risk low-medium
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Appendix J:
Checklist of Routine Maintenance
The following items are inspected and repaired by the University’s Estates Department:
External Checklist
Gutters: guttering/downpipes for leaks, blockages and signs of overflow.
Drains: surface water drains for blockages/obstructions.
Hydrant: rising main/hydrant servicing and check.
Rubbish: rubbish disposal, check of site and procedures.
Fences: check of fences and walls for damage, and rapid repair.
Graffiti: check for graffiti and rapid removal.
Lights: external flood/security lighting - operative (check daily).
Tamper: telephone wires (including manhole)/CCTV - tamper check.
Attempts: check windows, doors, bars, etc. for attempts to force/cut.
Glazing: check of all glazing for damage and rapid repair.
Internal Checklist
Pipes: water pipe systems for leaks/inadequate lagging.
Stop Valves: function and accessibility of stop valves (all systems).
Flow Meters: function of flow meters/controllers.
Drain-down Points: function and access to all wet systems.
Water Ingress: cellar/basement/roof space for signs of water penetration.
Drains: function of internal drains/sewers for blockages.
Sumps: function of sump water detectors and pumps.
Heating Systems and Air-Conditioning: servicing and check.
CCTV System: servicing and check.
Circuit Breakers and Electrical Test: function and access, test of circuits.
Electrical Appliances: PAT testing.
Gas Appliances: servicing and check.
Fire-Breaks: integrity of doors and partitions (including roof void).
Fire Detection: alarm tested every week/emergency lighting servicing and check.
Fire Fighting Equipment: servicing and check.
Fire Escapes: servicing and check of emergency lighting, signage, panic bolts, etc.
Evacuation Drills are held annually during the Michaelmas term by the University Safety
Office. The responsible person is the University Safety Officer.
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The following items are checked by the Egypt Centre
Frequency Who does

Who resp

Flammable Items: storage regime
adherence
Panic alarms

Daily

All staff

Curator

Weekly

Curator

Key check

Daily

Gallery display check list:
Objects threatened (e.g. fallen,
deteriorated)
Pest Check: visible evidence (e.g.
insect infestation, dross, droppings)
Fire routes clear

Daily

Volunteer
manager
Last person
on duty
All

Daily

All

Curator

Daily

All

Curator
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Curator
Curator

Last done

Due next

Appendix K:
Staff Awareness Checklist
Check of staff familiarity with the following equipment or procedures. These are refresher
checks - the initial training in each should be part of the routine induction given to all new
staff. It is especially important that a known routine for the control of workmen on site is
recognised by all staff - how they will learn that work is taking place, how workmen will be
introduced and badged, the extent of the area where they will have cause to be, etc., and who,
from both the institution and contractor sides, will be overseeing them.
Frequency

Who does

Who resp

Last done

Location of alarm
points

Induction and
annual drills

Curator and
Safety
Office

Induction, as
new staff
appointed

Location of Fire
Fighting Equipment

Induction

Induction is
usually carried
out for volunteers
by the Volunteer
Manager. Safety
Office carries out
annual drills
Usually Volunteer
Manager

Fire Extinguisher
Types

5 years

Basic Extinguisher
Use

5 years

Fire Drill Procedure

Annual

Bomb Threat
Procedure
Key control procedure

Induction

Control of workmen
on site
Photo Permit System
for staff and volunteers

As required

First Aid Refresher

3 years

Isolation Procedures
for New Objects

As Required

Induction

As required

Curator and
Safety
Office
Paid staff
Curator and
Safety
Office
Paid staff
Curator and
Safety
Office
Safety Office
Safety
Office
Usually Volunteer Curator
Manager
Egypt Centre
Egypt
(new staff) and
Centre and
Estates
Estates
(porters/cleaners)
Egypt Centre
Estates
Estates
Egypt Centre
Egypt
(volunteers)
Centre
ISS (staff)
Egypt Centre
Egypt
Taliesin First
Centre
Aider
Curator
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Due next

Appendix L:
Emergency/Disaster Documentation Sheet

Egypt Centre, Swansea University
Singleton Park, Swansea, SA28PP
01792 295960

Emergency / Disaster Documentation sheet

Box Number…………………….……

Object Number……………………………

Brief description of object……………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……..

Original location (where found) …………………………………………………….………..

Condition before moved (photos taken in situ)………………………………………………...
…….……………………..…………………………………………………………………….
………………………………………………………………….………………………………
…………………………………………………………………….……………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………….…………

Action …………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
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Needs specialist conservation treatment (e.g. freezing)?............................................................
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………

Treatment location? (wet/damp or dry) ……………….………………………………………

Date………………………..

Time.………………

Signed………………………………………………………………….

Print name……………………………………………………………….
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